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Greetings to all U3A Port Fairy members! 
 

It was a relief to be able to resume our face-to-face classes at the end of      

September. We have been more fortunate in Port Fairy and the regions than in 

Melbourne where U3A premises remained closed until early November.  I was 

impressed by the adaptability of our course leaders who found ways to stay in 

touch with their participants during the disrupted weeks of Semester Two. 

Members wanted the momentum of courses to continue and appreciated the 

efforts to connect and engage in spite of partial lockdowns. Some course   

leaders managed density and capacity limits by running their sessions twice in smaller groups,     

others met in public spaces outside, others tried zoom for the first time. Thank you to everyone for 

following the strict COVID safety protocols that have been required in our venues. Special mention 

to Sue Goy for her heroic efforts in negotiating with community groups and course leaders to find 

alternative spaces for courses to comply with changing and challenging COVID regulations.  

 

The Committee of Management has been busy planning for 2022. As well as ensuring we offer a 

range of exciting courses and activities next year, we have been preparing 

for a context of living with COVID-19. We participated in state-wide       

forums run by U3A Network Victoria that provided information and support 

to assist U3As prepare for this next phase. As seniors, U3A members are 

more vulnerable to the virus and we have a collective responsibility to care 

for our community.  At our October committee meeting we made the       

decision that all members of U3A Port Fairy will need to be fully        

vaccinated to participate in U3A courses and activities in 2022.  We 

considered the issue of vaccine mandates thoroughly before making this 

unanimous decision. The health and well-being of U3A Port Fairy members 

are a priority for the committee and we need to ensure that the environment 

in which we gather, interact and learn is as safe as possible. With the State 

government mandating double vaccinations for everyone entering          

community facilities, including Port Fairy Community House and other 

Moyne Council buildings, we are now responsible for ensuring our      

members adhere to this regulation. U3A members will need to show         

evidence of double vaccination when requested by course leaders this year 

or by committee members at enrolment in January 2022.  

 

The committee has been updating and developing new policies that are in-

formed by government COVID-19 guidelines and regulations.  A new 

Terms and Conditions of Membership document will be distributed with the 

2022 membership form to everyone re-enrolling or joining, as will our    

updated COVID-19 Safety policy.  Our new policies will also be on our 

website. Your comments and questions are always welcome! 

 

(Continued over . . . ) 
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From the President (continued) 

 

New course ideas and new leaders 

We have an ongoing challenge to maintain the quality and expand the range of courses we offer so 

that  we appeal to a diverse membership. We need new ideas, new course leaders and enthusiastic 

members offering to coordinate and lead groups. We ask you to suggest an idea for a new course 

or activity based on your interests and to discuss it with a member of the committee and/or to offer 

to coordinate one of the proposed small interest groups listed in this Newsletter. We will provide 

mentoring and support if you would be prepared to become a volunteer course leader and to       

participate in our 2022 program in this way. Those of us who have been course leaders believe you 

will find it stimulating, worthwhile and enjoyable! 

 

Planning for the Future of U3A Port Fairy  

The Committee of Management held a half-day Planning Workshop on 28 October. After the       

difficulties of the past two years it was so valuable to spend time together reflecting on our        

purposes and values, reviewing our membership and courses, analysing our challenges and risks, 

and defining our vision for the next phase of U3A Port Fairy. We identified strengths, including the 

growth in our membership in spite of the pandemic, the spirit of volunteering reflected in the  

commitment of course leaders, the dedicated work of the Committee of Management and other 

volunteers, our good reputation in the community and with the peak body, U3A Network.   

 

We defined some long term and immediate challenges and began work on addressing them.       

Firstly, U3A Port Fairy is a large and dynamic volunteer organisation in this community with 

around 190 members.  Our model of lifelong learning, active participation and social inclusion 

provides tangible health benefits for our members. However, we need to increase our profile with 

all levels of government including Moyne Council and we will be advocating for and offering to 

assist with a positive ageing strategy for seniors in the Shire. Secondly, we have a strong            

relationship with Port Fairy Community House as our home base and the location for many of   

our classes. However as our membership grows, it is becoming more difficult to find suitable      

additional venues for our courses and the costs of hiring community facilities are rising. We will 

be working to develop new partnerships with a range of community groups to increase our          

accommodation options and will purchase portable equipment so we will be less dependent on    

existing and inadequate technology for presentations in venues. Thirdly, we plan to be more       

pro-active in drawing on the skills of our members to assist with some of the work of our           

subcommittees. This will help alleviate the increasing workload for volunteer committee members 

and may provide a pathway into serving on the Committee of Management in the future.   

 

In just three years we have developed a strong and committed membership, constructive links 

within the community and with other U3As in the southwest region and Melbourne. We have  

strategies for engagement and renewal and feel very confident about the future of U3A Port Fairy 

as we move into 2022 and beyond.  

 

Kate Donelan 
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Interesting Membership Facts 

Where do we live? 

 

Locality Numbers (percentage) 

Port Fairy  159 (85%) 

Koroit    12 (6%) 

Warrnambool      7 (4%) 

Killarney      2 (1%) 

Timboon      2 (1%) 

Toolong      2 (1%) 

Crossley      1 (0.5%) 

Southern Cross      1 (0.5%) 

Rosebrook      1 (0.5%) 

Total 187 (100%) 

Who are we? 

Of our 187 members 133 (71%) members are women and           

54 (29%) members are men.  

This compares with other years as follows 

2019 – 66% women/34% men 

2020 – 67% women/33% men  

As you can see, each year we are attracting more women and fewer men!  This was           

highlighted this year when from our 55 new members in 2021, 43 (78%) are women and 

12 (22%) are men.  

Interestingly, the more members we get the greater proportion of them are women.  

So, if you would like to see more men in our U3A please ask them along or tell them        

about U3A! 

How old are our 2021 members?? 

       50s and under – 11 members (6%) 
60s – 78 members (42%) 
70s – 83 members (44%) 
Over 80s – 9 members (5%) 
Keeping their age a secret – 6 members (3%) 

This year we have more members in the younger age group and fewer in the 

older age group and a fairly constant number of people in their 60s and 70s. 

Our gender and age group breakdown are similar to that of other U3As in Victoria. 

Jill Burgoyne   Membership Officer 
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DIARY DATES     

End of November 2021 Courses finish for  2021  

December 2021 U3A CHRISTMAS PARTY—stay 
tuned 

Invitations will be sent out in 
early December 

Friday 28th January 2022 OPEN DAY 10 am —12 noon At Port Fairy Community 
House 

Monday 31st January 2022 If you miss Open Day our          
committee members will be   
available to assist you with your 
enrolment.  10am —12 noon 

At Port Fairy Community 
House 

Monday 7th February 2022  Semester 1 commences    

All members of U3A Port Fairy will 

 need to be fully vaccinated to  

participate in U3A courses and  

activities in 2022.   

If you have a grand passion—why not share it and run a U3A 
Course —from World History to Bonsai, The Art of a Good Coffee, 
Pruning Trees, Woodworking, Building Better Soil or other         
passions!! 

 

Contact Sue G, Maggie or Kate  
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 List of courses for 2022 — and more to come  

LITERATURE AND MUSIC 

 Best Australian Historical Fiction 

 Classic Literature 

 Helen Garner Discussion 
Group 

 First Tuesday Book Club 

 The Great Composers 

 

SCIENCE 

 Ecology 

 John Miller: Out and About in Western 

Vic . . . stay tuned 

 

HISTORY 

 History of Port Fairy 

 Fascinating 20th Century Women 

 Family History 

 The First Australians 

 The American Civil War 

 

ART 

 Watercolour Painting for Beginners 

 Gallery Tours 

 

IDEAS/DISCUSSION 

 Essays and ideas 

 Political Philosophy 

 Current Affairs 

 

ACTIVITY BASED 

 Embroidery  

 Bridge for Beginners 

 Cryptic Crosswords 

 Writing Group 

 Mah Jong 

 Walk and Coffee 

 Yoga for men 

 

 

 

 Mental Health First Aid (4 half 

days) 

 

A Monthly Topic 

for a chat and 

coffee 
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.      

Small Interest Groups all needing a leader 
 

The following 2 courses are from U3A Online.  

  

1. Henry Lawson  

A study of his life and times, his stories and more.   
Possibly 8 sessions. Notes available. 
 

2. Religions  of the World 

Covering – What is Religion,  Paganism, Earliest Religions,  Polytheistic Religions,  Out of India,                     
From East Asia – the Chinese and Japanese Experience, Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Zoroastrianism. 

Who started the religion, what is the legacy?  Are  their ideas relevant for today?  Lots to talk 
about and should run for about  6 sessions. Notes available 

The next 3 courses are based on books and the last one is a proposed Choir. 
 

3. The Good the Bad and the Unlikely:  Australian’s Prime Ministers by Mungo MacCallum.   

Read through Mungo’s interpretation of our Australian Prime Ministers.  

PMs can be rated into various categories as we progress through.  About 8 sessions. 

 

4. IKIGAI by Hector Garcia and Francesc Miralles 

Quite a few people have asked again for this book on The Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy 

Life.  We need a coordinator to start off this conversation and lead the group.                             

Could be discussed over coffee.  About 4 sessions. 

 

5. Marriage, a History—How love conquered Marriage by Stephanie Coontz.  

Stephanie argues that the cherished nuclear family is a relatively new idea.  She takes us on a 

journey from the marital intrigues of ancient Babylon to the torments of Victorian lovers and up 

to gay marriage today.  

This would be a short course looking at about 3 to 4 sessions.    

 

6. U3A Port Fairy Choir  

U3A Online is an individual, independent 

and autonomous U3A. 

U3A Online offers many useful resources for 

older people, especially those who are          

geographically, physically or socially isolated.    

Courses are  available for individuals and groups 

and provide an framework for discussions.  

https:/www.u3aonline.org.au/ 

Would you like to join or lead a U3A choir?  

Singing in a choir improves health and happiness and is lots of fun. Singers do not have to be able to read music but 

it can be an advantage. Some people who claim they can't sing get a pleasant surprise when they join a choir.  

A choir comprising around an equal number of female and male singers would be great. 

   If you are in tune with this proposal please register your interest on open day or contact 

David Wilson.  (0458 670 009)     

Will need a Choir Leader. 

If you would like more information about these courses please contact Maggie, Sue Goy or Kate. 



Reduce your risk of  
Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

BE COVIDSAFE:  Any symptoms — Get Tested and STAY HOME until you receive your results and advice  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jo Levey   045903194 

Since September we have been meeting at Apex Park.  This has proven to be a very      
pleasant place to meet and we have been very fortunate with the weather.   
 
We have averaged nine members at a meeting and have had two of our members speak 
on topics that were listed in which they had a special interest.     
 
Mike Raetz spoke about the earthquake in Melbourne and surrounds and also about the volcanic activity on 
St Palma in the Canary Islands.  Peter Reeves contributed much detail on electric cars and his expertise in 
this area was most welcome. 
 
At our last official session we will re-visit and review many of the topics that have been covered this 
year.  There has certainly been a great variety of topics that we have covered  including covid, international 
relationships and domestic politics, waste management, China’s Belt and Road initiative, Ethiopia, Port 
Fairy’s foreshore, globalization, Afghanistan and labour shortages to name a few. 
   
It has certainly been an interesting year.  
Many thanks to the participants who contributed so much to our discussions.  It has been most enjoyable 
getting to know you all. 
 

Jan Addinsall 

Wandering the World 
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Our latest virtual adventure took us on an ocean voyage to the icy and pristine wonderland of                  
Antarctica.  Jill Burgoyne was our November tour guide, sharing her experiences of a trip which             
commenced in the southern-most South American city of Ushuaia, Argentina. 

We  travelled to South Georgia Island, the Falkland Islands and the Antarctic Peninsula.   

The abundant wildlife was amazing. We saw numerous varieties of endearing penguins, seals, whales and 
huge flocks of noisy seabirds.   

We learnt about the extraordinary feats of Antarctic explorers, and the more recent history of the        
Falklands war.  And of course, there were the spectacular icebergs!   

Our next journey is closer to home, but still heading in a southerly direction. Julie and Alan Fall will be our 
tour guides and take us trekking on the Three Capes Walk in Tasmania on 26th November.  I'm hoping 
that this will be our first face to face Wandering the World for 2021. Stay tuned  

Current Affairs 



 

The Great Composers 

With such a covid disjointed year we are very pleased to have been able to      deliver some 
sessions this semester.  

The Bowls Club people have been so welcoming and helpful although our      technical skills 
have sometimes been stretched!  We have had a few issues with sound etc and thank you to 
our attendees  for their patience.  

Schubert, the Schumanns and Brahms still to come!   

It is wonderful to be back together through music and we feel that, if the interest is there, we would be happy to 
run the course again next year and explore more of the Great Composers. 

Ruth Walters and Eda Ritchie 
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Your input into the newsletter is welcome 

We appreciate any suggestions or  

comments to keep our newsletter     

interesting and relevant to our members. 

Email Maggie at u3aportfairy@gmail.com 

GALLERY  TOURS  
We continue to enjoy our online visits to 

galleries at home and abroad. 

Thanks to U3A Port Fairy’s Facebook post, Maureen    

is brushing up on the history and artists of the             

Impressionist era with the NGV’s excellent online 

course.  We hope others may check out this resource 

on our Facebook page too! 

Maggie and Mauroeen 



 Family History Group 

 

The Group was able to meet again “face-to-face” on October 12th. 

Once again members of the Group shared their fascinating stories and  also new resources that 

they had found that may assist others in their ongoing research. A focus of the next session will 

be the research area "Trove” as well as sharing Family Stories— including WW1. 

Foods eaten by past generations were also discussed and a few Traditional Family Recipes that 

are still used today were distributed to members .    

Also relating to Recipes of the Past — a copy of a very special publication that may be of local 

interest was shown—it was compiled by Moyne Health services in 2019 in conjunction with the 

then residents of Moyneyana/Belfast House and others .  Title "-Tastes OF Moyne”—[much 

loved Recipes from Residents [past &present] and their families. ]  Photography--By--James 

Pettit.—It can still be purchased from    

Reception Moyne Health Services.    

The Group will meet again on Tuesday    

9th November –11.30-1.30pm      

 

Rhonda Allardice 

 

 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE :   www.u3aportfairy.com  
 

You can  . . . 

• Download our ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2021 

• Find copies of our Newsletters 

• Use the How To page to help you use online systems 

• See Links for  some course  materials  — Guilfoyle Gardens, visits, and all the Science Naturally         

information from 2021 

• Check out our propagation ideas from the Tomato Festival 

• View photos in the Gallery Links 

• Keep up to date with U3A information 
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The Guilfoyle Botanic Gardens 
The Guilfoyle Gardeners have been out and about again in some beautiful 

gardens.  

In October our Koroit Botanic Gardens guides, Bart and Gerard, led us on an 

in-depth investigation of the Guilfoyle garden plan and the significant plants 

that make it such a wonderful spot for contemplation, 

picnics and strolling. 
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In November we spent a lovely few hours 

with our guides, Janet and Gary, at the 

Camperdown Botanic Gardens admiring 

both the spectacular views from the top of 

the hill and the beautiful collection of 

plants. Even the Kookaburras and Blue 

Wrens joined the party. 

John Miller 
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TOMATO PROPAGATING & PLANTING TIPS NOW JUDGED….. 

The entries  for GROWING: Propagation and Planting have now been 

judged by the impartial and highly regarded Tomato  Judge,  David Wilson.     

And the winners are . . . 

First Prize: Diana Webster   

Diana is our Princess for tomato growing tips. She provided a marvellous and easily     

understood guide for beginners or experienced tomato growers. 

 Second Prize: Greg Walker   

Just pipped at the post for the top prize, Greg entered an excellent comprehensive 

guide. He recommends sharing seedlings if you propagate too many — Great advice.  

Third Prize: Carole Howlett  

Carole's tip includes placing “Seamungus” pellets, an organic fertiliser and a banana or banana 

skin on different levels at the base of the planting hole to encourage deep roots.  

A big thank you to all entrants for your contributions   

Check out the propagation and planting tips on our U3A Website:  www.u3aportfairy.com 

The U3A Port Fairy Tomato Festival  

 U3A members have been invited to send in tomato ideas for the following categories: 

GROWING—RECIPES—PRESERVING 
WRITING: The Literary Tomato —ART IN  TOMATOES  -   

FINALE: The Grand Tomato Championship in March 2022 

PROPOGATION AND PLANT TIPS HAVE NOW BEEN JUDGED—SEE BELOW 

THANK YOU TO THE PORT FAIRY TRADERS WHO  
 HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE  U3A TOMATO FESTIVAL PRIZES 

      DECKED OUT ON BANK                      CHARLIE’S ON EAST 

           IGA PORT FAIRY  

SALT HAIR PORT FAIRY                      SHEEHAN’S MEATS  

PHARMACY NEO PORT FAIRY                            NEWSXPRESS pf 

OAK & ANCHOR                                         The mill 
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Trying to take a photo, I  got a bit too close to the  Wetland 

Swan Family. The Father was about to  “have a go” at me.      

I retreated…..Maggie 

Crazy plover chicks running around Cox  Street.  My 

kind neighbour has put this sign up.                

Amazingly  the three chicks have survived.  

Maggie 
Just beautiful 

Denise Leembruggen                                               Fishing on the Moyne River 


